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The IT question every business asks.
At some point in the life of every company or small business, someone has to ponder this question: Do we outsource our Information
Technology support? Or should we just have someone from our team keep things running?

Well, it really isn?t a question of should a company have one or the other ? only
internal support or only external support. The fact is, no company should ever have
just internal support in this day and age. So it?s really a question of whether to
supplement the necessary external support with internal support.
Here?s why this is true: Technology has gotten so complex and so broad over the last
few years that no one person, or even a small group of people, can possibly have all
the skills required to maintain today?s complex networks, all operating in an
environment that is ever-changing and practically oozing with cyber-threats. The
requirement for a sophisticated level of knowledge grows every day. This is where a
small army of professional technicians, pooling their knowledge for the good of all, is
required.
If you ponder this question routinely, it is best to consult with a team. A team like
Advanced Networks, where they can define your everyday needs and see if an
outsource company is best vs an internal one person team.
With a firm like Advanced Networks, you not only get a company with the highest
client satisfaction rates in the industry but a very friendly and knowledgeable staff.
Their management team understands the emphasis on planning and budgeting with
clear communication. And, with 24×7 live support you?ll get a dedicated account team
who know you and your business. Their clients know they deserve and can expect
these things.
Whether your business needs full IT managed services to handle all of your
technology, IT consulting to help you plan, project and budget, or just some support
to keep your business running smoothly, They believe you should never have to
wonder what?s next when it comes to your technology needs.
Call them and see if this benefits your business.
The annual cost a year would be less than paying for a full time in-house IT member.
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